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T WAS my grandfather Gilbert Harry Oxley who

taught me as a childa how to evaluate the

competitive strength of a sports team. I have written

extensively about this, so apologies if parts of the

following is familiar to some.

When two teams meet having played a series of

games of equal difficulty, the odds between them can be

estimated simply by the ratio of their wins and losses. 

Let’s take an example from the NFL to make it clearer. In

Week 16 of the regular season on December 20, Tampa Bay (10

wins, 3 losses before that point) met New Orleans (6 wins, 7

losses). An estimate of Tampa Bay’s competitive strength is

10/3 = 3.33 while that of New Orleans is 6/7 = 0.86.

Though he had no mathematical training, my grandfather

correctly deduced that, based on this alone, the odds of the game

should be 3.33:0.87, and so Tampa Bay should be about 4-1 on

and New Orleans 4-1 against. Further, the probability of a win

for Tampa Bay is:

Of course, the bookmakers have lots more to go on than just

win-loss records, but they made Tampa Bay a 6-1 on favourite

and New Orleans 9-2. Removing the edge, this translates to an

expected win probability of 83% for Tampa. So, my

grandfather’s estimate wasn’t at all bad, then. Of course, sport

being what it is, New Orleans won the game!

Why is this relevant to horse racing? Well, it is because of

what my grandfather realised next. He was a rugby league fan –

he lived near the old stadium of the Dewsbury team – and liked

to play the handicap coupons that were popular back in the day.

But his fascination was horse racing.

My grandfather collected form book supplements. He realised

that the same method as that above could help a punter estimate

the odds before a race. But, when two horses met on the track

which had not run against each other, the quality of the

opposition that had been faced could be very different than is the

case between rugby teams in a league who play common

opponents.

Going back to his formulation of competitive strength as the

ratio of wins and losses, my grandfather realised that a better

estimate is obtained by multiplying this number by the

competitive strengths of all the horse’s previous opponents. That

is:

So, an NFL team who had won six times and lost three (win

ratio = 6/3 = 2) could be a radically different proposition if its

previous games had come against teams who had done a lot of

winning, compared to one who had played a soft schedule

against serial losers.

It turned out that everything my grandfather taught me was

similar to a statistical technique called the Bradley-Terry

method. But the ideas had come to my grandfather not from a

textbook but his common sense.

The computer era dawns

HE sad thing is that my grandfather could not take

advantage of his intuition when it came to rating

horses. It was bewilderingly complex to him in the

late 1970s to make the millions of calculations necessary to

figure the competitive strength of horses. As I grew up,

however, the computer era dawned. And I never forgot a

word of what he had taught me – for emotive reasons I have

explained here before.

Now, it is child’s play to programme a computer to learn

the competitive strengths of racehorses according to their

prior record of wins and losses. This provides nothing like

the complete information to gauge their future prospects, of

course, but it does provide a principled measure of

collateral form which is preferable to judging the strength

of races from loose ideas about how well they are working

out.

Using a well-known algorithmc, I like to apply my

grandfather’s method (really that of academics R A Bradley

and M E Terry proposed in their 1952 paper The Method of

Paired Comparisons) to juvenile form each year,

highlighting horses who seem to have been underestimated

officially according to these figuresd. 

The figures

ABLE 1 shows the figures for the Top 10 two-year-

olds of 2021 in Britain and Ireland by this method.

In 2020 the leading four figures were held by

Thunder Moon (42), St Mark’s Basilica (40), Wembley (33)

and Alcohol Free (32), so it is interesting that the 2021

figures are of a higher level. This indicates that the 2021

juvenile form was less confused and worked out better than
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My favourite for the c
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In my annual review last year of the Johnston Racing two-year-olds

of 2020 I picked Golden Flame as a horse to follow in 2021, and he

went on to win three times and was second twice. Here, using the

same system, I reveal my particular favourite for the coming year.
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the year before, leading to greater confidence in the top

horses. 

What of the horses to be trained as three-year-olds by

Charlie & Mark Johnston? 

Royal Patronage (by Wootton Bassett) won the Group 3

Acomb and the Group 2 Royal Lodge, defeating G3 Autumn

Stakes winner Coroebus (who appears in the main table) in

the latter. He isn’t as highly rated as the latter by this method

as he subsequently disappointed in the G1 Vertem Futurity at

Doncaster, where he was struck into when travelling well. He

is a high-class prospect for middle-distance races.

Austrian Theory (by Awtaad) comes out very well here

because he ran against a bunch of really good horses

throughout his five starts, finishing with a BHA mark of 101

earned when third in the G2 Vintage Stakes. He is a useful

miler and another good horse for Dr Jim Walker.

Outside World (by Iffraaj) is a lot better than a BHA mark of

84 by these numbers. She is out of the stable’s Nahoodh, who

won the G1 Falmouth and G2 Lowther. She is tough and

game, and should stay further than six furlongs, the distance

of her two wins.

Value Theory (by Gleneagles) earned a BHA rating of 96 for

finishing third in the G3 Sweet Solera Stakes. She had earlier

won at Newmarket. This system rates on the balance of her

form, and her three other efforts did not match up. She could

easily bounce back, however.

Approachability (by New Approach) ran a cracking race

when second to the smart Grenoble at Nottingham before

racing too keenly at Pontefract – never a good idea on soft

going. He is bred along similar lines to the useful stayer

Postileo and is also a half-brother to the dam of a 1m7f G2

Prix Chaudenay winner.

As I have said above, this ratings system is far from the

only component that indicates a horse’s prospects. In the case

of Approachability, while he is placed only fifth on these

ratings, it is his pedigree and likeable style of racing that

encourages me to think he will be a really productive three-

year-old for the yard.

It is for these reasons that he is my particular favourite

from this list of 10.

Outbreak (by Dark Angel) was very impressive in a

Salisbury novice over a mile in September but disappointing

14 days later at Ayr. He can certainly work with a BHA mark

of 88.

Love De Vega (by Lope De Vega) was making into a useful

juvenile but did not run again after winning at Nottingham in

June. If he can pick up the threads of his improvement, he is a

useful miler in the making.

Luminous Light (by Iffraaj) won a Goodwood novice on his

debut but was last of five at Chester subsequently. He gets his

figure by this system because his debut form worked out

really well.

Trojan Horse (by Ulysses) is by a stallion featured in last

month’s annual review of first-season sires. He met 15 rivals

in his two juvenile starts and beat 13 of them, but he rated

only the same as Luminous Light because his form could

have worked out better. But that could be academic because

he is expected to make into a different horse over staying trips

as a three-year-old.

Spirit Catcher (by New Bay) was super impressive when

winning by four lengths at Redcar. He really looked a great

prospect, so it was disappointing he was beaten at odds on in a

three-runner race at Chelmsford afterwards. That dents this

system’s confidence in him, but it hasn’t lessened mine.

FOOTNOTES

a I talked about this in two episodes of The Business of Betting

podcast (https://businessofbetting.com)

b The geometric mean of their win-loss ratios

c Hunter’s MM algorithm (The Annals of Statistics, Vol 32 No

1, 2004)

d As explained last month, a prior estimate of 5 wins and 5

losses for a horse results in the best predictions. 

By 

James Willoughbycoming year

Horse Form Trainer Rating

Native Trail 1111 Charlie Appleby 89

Inspiral 1111 John & Thady Gosden 57

Sandrine 11123 Andrew Balding 56

Point Lonsdale 11112 A P O'Brien 53

Tenebrism 11 A P O'Brien 43

Luxembourg 111 A P O'Brien 42

Sacred Bridge 11118 G M Lyons 41

Coroebus 121 Charlie Appleby 40

Beauty Inspire 11 G M Lyons 39

Light Infantry 11 David Simcock 38

Horse Form Trainer Rating

Royal Patronage 551118 Charlie & Mark Johnston 21

Austrian Theory 16342 Charlie & Mark Johnston 12

Outside World 21019 Charlie & Mark Johnston 9

Value Theory 3136 Charlie & Mark Johnston 8

Approachability 123 Charlie & Mark Johnston 7

Outbreak 212 Charlie & Mark Johnston 7

Love De Vega 221 Charlie & Mark Johnston 6

Luminous Light 15 Charlie & Mark Johnston 5

Trojan Horse 31 Charlie & Mark Johnston 5

Spirit Catcher 12 Charlie & Mark Johnston 5

Table 1: leading 2yos of 2021 according to G H Oxley method

Table 2: leading 2yos of 2021 now trained 
by Charlie & Mark Johnston 


